
Sunset
The photograph below was an inspiration for me to paint a sunset over a field 

of snow. Before we start on the actual painting, take a few minutes to familiar-

ize yourself with the colors that we will be using. The vibrant sunset colors in 

this scene have a tendency to get muddy, so we’ll explore using buffer colors to 

keep color vibrant and avoid mud.

M at e r i a l s  l i s t

Pa P e r
300-lb. (640gsm) cold-pressed watercolor 
paper

Pa i n t s
Brown Stil de Grain

Indian Yellow

Orange Lake

Payne’s Grey

Permanent Violet Blueish

Primary Blue-Cyan

Primary Red-Magenta

B r u s h e s
1- and 2-inch (25mm and 51mm) stiff 
bristles

½-, 1- and 2-inch (13mm, 25mm and 
51mm) flats

no. 6 rigger

O t h e r
2B pencil

Kneaded eraser

Knife

Tissue

Reference Photo
The photograph does not have as much color in the sky as we want for this 

vivid sunset painting, so we’ll add more color to paint our sunset. 

Sketch the Simple Shapes

A v o i d  M u d

�



2 Create the Snow Shape 

use a �-inch (25mm) soft flat and a wet mix of Primary Blue-

Cyan and Payne’s Grey to suggest a dip in the snow. The top edge 

of the shape should be softly blended using a �-inch (25mm) flat 

and a barely damp bristle brush. use a slightly damp bristle brush 

to scrub away some color suggesting the sun. As you lift the color, 

blot it with a piece of tissue.

3develop the Snowy Field 

Thoroughly wet the bottom of the paper up to the lower 

edge of the existing blue shape with a 2-inch (5�mm) bristle 

brush. While the area is wet, start at the bottom of the paper and 

lay a semi-wet mix of Primary Blue-Cyan and Payne’s Grey. As 

you move near the top of the shape, use less paint and a slightly 

damp bristle brush to soften the top edge. it may be necessary 

to repeat the color application two or three times to get it dark 

enough. Always begin at the bottom and blend upward. if the 

color seems weak, add more each time with less water in the 

paint.

Before the paper dries, use the �-inch (25mm) bristle brush 

and a dry mix of orange Lake, Brown Stil de Grain and Payne’s 

Grey to suggest a few clumps of grass on the ridgetop.

4 develop Tree Shapes 

use a ½-inch (�3mm) flat and indian 

Yellow to suggest a few tree shapes in 

front of the sun. As you move farther away 

from the sun, begin adding some Brown 

Stil de Grain and orange Lake. use a damp 

�-inch (25mm) bristle brush to gently 

soften some of the edges. Notice how the 

snow is beginning to look whiter with the 

darker addition of paint. 

�Add First Layers Wet-on-Wet 

Begin by tilting the paper slightly toward you and wet the paper thoroughly from 

the horizon line to the top of the paper. With a 2-inch (5�mm) flat add a wet mix of 

indian Yellow along the horizon using horizontal strokes moving upward into the sky. 

Next introduce a wet mix of Primary Red-Magenta. using horizontal strokes, bring some 

of the Primary Red-Magenta down into the indian Yellow. Follow this with a wet wash 

of Permanent violet Blueish starting at the top and moving down into the Primary Red-

Magenta. Each time you introduce a color, you are wetting the paper, so keep working 

the colors until they blend softly. 

Before the paper dries, use a �-inch (25mm) bristle brush and orange Lake to suggest 

a few trees on the horizon in front of the sun. As the trees get farther away from the sun, 

begin adding some Brown Stil de Grain and Payne’s Grey to make the shapes darker 

toward the edges. use a damp brush to soften the bottom edge of the trees. Let dry.

What Are Buffer Colors?

Step One: Block In Shapes While Saving Whites

A buffer color is a color that works equally well with two complemen-

tary colors. When the two complementary colors are mixed together, 

they gray each other down and can easily become muddy if additional 

colors are added.

The buffer color keeps the two separated enough that you don’t 

get mud and each color maintains its own identity. 

In this demonstration we are using Indian Yellow and Permanent 

Violet Blueish in the sky. This is a recipe for mud if you don’t find a way 

to separate the two colors. Primary Red-Magenta mixes beautifully with 

Indian Yellow to become a clean pinkish-orange color. It also mixes well 

with Permanent Violet Blueish, becoming a crimson color. 
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5 Add Form to Tree Masses 

Starting at the edges of the painting use a �-inch (25mm) 

bristle brush to paint a dark mix of Permanent violet Blueish, 

orange Lake and Brown Stil de Grain in the trees, alternating 

colors as you go for variety. As you move closer to the sun, begin 

adding more orange Lake to the mix to suggest a glow on the 

trees. Suggest a few tree trunks on the bottom edge of the 

shapes. use a damp �-inch (25mm) bristle brush to soften some 

of the treetops. Before the trees dry and just when they have lost 

their shine, use a knife to scrape in a few individual tree trunks. Be 

careful that you put in only a few.

6Add Middle Ground Trees 

use a dark, wet mix of orange Lake and Payne’s Grey with a 

�-inch (25mm) flat soft brush to paint the pine trees in the middle 

ground, taking them above the distant trees to create depth 

in the painting. use a no. 6 rigger brush and the same colors to 

suggest the small branches and tall, upright trees. As the shapes 

get close to the sun, add more orange Lake to the color mixes.  

While the paint is still wet, the tall, upright tree on the left nearest 

the sun should be painted with orange Lake, adding a few dark 

accents with some of the darker colors you have mixed. At this 

stage of the painting do not get into too much detail with the 

trees. Merely suggest their location and shapes.

7 develop Middle Ground 

use a rigger and orange Lake to paint 

the trees directly in front of the sun. The 

shapes should get darker toward the 

tops and bottoms. use the rigger brush 

with clean water to blend the orange and 

darker shapes together. When you paint 

the tree shapes that cross directly over the 

sun, use a tissue to blot some of the color.

8Add Shadow Shapes 

use a ½-inch (�3mm) flat and a wet mix of Primary Blue-Cyan and Permanent violet 

Blueish to paint some cast shadows on the top of the ridge. use a damp ½-inch (�3mm) 

flat to softly blend the shadows into the blue background. Remember that cast shadows 

follow the contour of the terrain, so give them a slight curve to suggest that the ground 

slopes downward. use a lighter mix of the same color to suggest a few shadows on the 

snow at the base of the trees near the sun.

Step Two: Add the Darkest Values Step Three: Selective Glazing
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9 Refine the Trees 

use a �-inch (25mm) flat and a wet 

mix of orange Lake, Permanent violet 

Blueish and Brown Stil de Grain to suggest 

a crown of branches and leaves on the 

top of the trees. use a clean, damp �-inch 

(25mm) bristle brush to soften some of 

the edges. vary the colors a little, getting 

more orange as you approach the sun. 

Let dry.

�0 Finish the Painting 

use a rigger to suggest some of the finer details of the trees by including the 

smaller branches with a mix of orange Lake and Payne’s Grey. Stop the tiny branches 

at the crest of the trees. Go back into the trunks of the closer trees and add a little more 

dark to give the area more contrast. use the rigger and a mix of orange Lake and Brown 

Stil de Grain to suggest a few random leaves.

Step Four: Add Detail and Refine

Last Light
Watercolor on 300-lb. (640gsm) cold-pressed Fabriano paper
15" × 22" (38cm × 56cm)  •  Private collection
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